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Abstract 

A possihlc structure for thc Linac of the CERN 
heavy ion complex is the quasi-:\lvarez. This has super
pcriods including 213'\ cclls and 8'\ cclls with focusing 
quadrupoles only in t he longer cclls. Wc have applied a 
new fully relati\'istic gcneral formalism to three stages of 
the design. Firstly (hc longitudinal dimensions are de
fined via prescribed synchronous phasc and elcctric field 
laws, using ca\'ity computations to dcrive the axial fields. 
Then the transverse matching and C'/uadrupole paramc
ters are ('hecked. Finally, multiparticle dynami('s com
putat ions are used to investigate coupling and emittance 
\'ariation between 0.2fi [\Ie\' /u andL2 \le'v' /u. 

Introduction 

For the heavy ion programme at CER:'-J 1,2, scveral 
distinct options for the injcctor linac arc heing developed, 
in particular the "quasi-Alvarez" drift-tube structure to 
accelerate lead inns (Ph25+) hdween 0.25 \lc'v' /u and 
1.2 [\leV /u ~. 

For I()w ellfrgy ions with small q/:\ (::::: 0.1 ) im
practi('ably high quadrupole gradients arc required in a 
13'\ ac(,elerating structure, so the quasi-I\ h'arez minimises 
t he number and strength of the quadrupoles by a) using 
an optimum quadrupole separation and a betatron phase 
;uh'ance pf about ROil/focussing period and b) making 
the quadrupole length about 1.513,\ i.e. using a 28'\ pe
riod locally. To maximise the acceleration rate, 13'\ peri
ods are used between quadrupoles with smaller "empty" 
clrift- t uhes for H F power economy and mechanical sim
plicity. Thus each focusing period hctwccll 0.25 l\.leV/u 
and 2 \lcv /u is i'13..\ 1()f1g (N=i') and has two long cells 
(2;3..\) and 1 normal cells (13'\). Between 2 [\Ie\,/u and 
1.2 \leV/u an N=IO focusing peripd is uSf'd. 

Design Methods for Feasibility Study 

The initial de~ign was developed using simple pro
grams for t he beam dynamics. To study the transverse 
ll1otif)n, and quadrupole strf'ngths and dispositions, an 
ilnalyt ical ;lpproach and a pf(~cisf' matrix formalism were 
applied tn the critical region at 0.25 ;\!e\"/u~. \Vith the 
splf'cled period lay')ut (N=R), the allowable RF defocus
ing and lirnits for tolerable surface fields, the first struc
ture designs, could be tested using the RF cavity pro
gram, SUPERFfSH to compute cells between 0.25 l\Icv /u 
ilnd 2 [\Ie\,/u. Ele('tric field results were interpolated 
at intermediate energif's to give a first linac design e.g. 
cell Irngths, numhns (Jf cells and quadrupoles, and RF 
power. As the increas(~ in ;3/accelerating gap is only 1.5% 
in most of the first section, the analytical formulae gi\'e 
good indicat ions of acceptance in thc longitudinal phase 
plane for (flfnparison with computational results. 

Heyond the feasibility stage, a more systematic ap
proach is necessary, tt> cover the stages between the cav
ity ('omputations and mult.iparticle optics. This was done 

.... CnnsllltllTlt 

for CERN Linac2 1 bllt the programs used cannot treat 
the superperiodicity and local asymmetries of the quasi-
1\ Ivarez. 

Design with a New Formalism 

It was decided to apply the gap acceleratinn treat
ment of Lapostolle and \'alero.'j to the three logical stages 
viz. longitudinal design (for precise cell dimensions), 
transverse design (to confirm the quadrupole settings) 
and multiparticle dynamics (to study coupling and emit
tance evolution). These new fully relativistic codf's allow 
accurate trajectory computations through long rotation
ally symmel ric accelerating clements for a \V ide range of 
particles e.g. prntoJls and electrons as well as hea\'y inns. 
No particular symmetry is reC'/uired for the longitudinal 
electric field. 

For a bunch pf partir:les, the speed of computation is 
substantially increased by devcinping the dynamics vari
ables as a Taylor expansion around the hunch centre. In 
the longitlldinal motion, the phase and energy dependant 
terms are sllch that the Jacobian is close to unitv sp the 
treatment satisfies Liouville's Theorem. Altho;lgh the 
,t x ,I matrix formalism applied to the transverse moti')n 
ignores third order abberations, all the chromatic terms 
are included as well as phase dependant effects and again 
the Jacobian i~ very close to one. This allows observation 
of trans\'erse-longitudinal couplings and vice-versa, fila
mentation effeels and emittance transfers. Comparisolls 
with a very accurate hut much slpwer step-hy-step inte
gration routine show no significant differences with thc 
Taylor expansion method. 

Particle Type: Lead lOllS with A=2()~, q=25+ 

Tank I: II'; = O.21l\leV/u II'f = 2.0 MeV/u 
Tank 2: II'; = 2.0 \leV /u Il'f = 1.2 :\Ie\,/u 
Frequency 20Vif, :-'lIlz 

Effective Synchronous Phasc (,p','f f): 
Tank 1: ,p.,'ff = 1\{3-"·27 = _lOll at O.H :\le\,/1I 

Tank 2: d>','ff= _.lOIl 
I\lean Elf'clric Field (l\IV /m): 
Tank I: E = 2.()<) + O.27Rl 
Tank 2: E CPIlSt., \V' continuous hetwef'n tanks 
AU'eleration I'f'fiodicity: 
Tank 1: 
Tank 2: 

:1 gaps/ 1;3'\ 
1 gaps/5;3'\ 

Tahle 1: Starting Conditions for Linac Design 

Computations of Cell Dimensions 

This section concerns thl' development of a program 
which will compute the sequence of cell lengths, given 
the starting conditions of Table 1 and interpolating be
tween cavity field c()TT1plltations corresponding to a small 
number of different cell lengths to obtain axial field dis
tributions . 
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Eleven cases corresponding to nine cell lengths be
tween 0.25 MeV /u and 2.0 MeV /u (with two increases in 
aperture diameter) were computed for half RF supercells 
i.e. for a length of 2{3)... Good resolution in the axial 
field results with an adequate representation of the drift
tube profilc, could be obtained with 60 or more mesh 
points on the axis. The program HA RMNY processes 
the field data by making a spline fit to 33 equally spaced 
points in each {3).. interval centred on the three gaps per 
superperiod. Then for other period lengths, the axial 
fields are derived from the two nearest cascs computed by 
SUPERFISH. Rest rcsults were obtained by logarithmic 
interpolat ion (versus cell lengt. h) bet wcen act ual fields 
rather than Fourier coefficients. Then a Fourier analy
sis over the {3).. interval provides up to 20 cocfficients for 
IfARMNY. 

The condition r/>"'J J = A/3-1I·27 cannot be applied 
directly as a) the particle phase is only computed at the 
input and output of an ace'derating intenal and b) $.,.J J 
will be some an'rage value over three gaps (four for Tank 
2). For the tank input at O.2·~ MeV/II the unknowns 
are, the (exact) cell length and the particle inpllt phase. 
Thl'se arc adjusted ileratin~ly using a simple algnrithm so 
that r/>','J J= _·10" and the ratio of input t.o output phase 
varies as I~-"'. In subsequent cells the input phase is 
known so only the cell length need be adjusted to satisfy 
the phase relation. ;\ t each iteration the accelerat.ing field 
distribution and average accelerating field mllst also be 
reset. The starting value for the cell length is an extrap
olation from t.he two preceding cells and the linac cav
ity ends after the snpcrperiorl nearest to the prescribed 
energy. The design parameters prod IIcerl by If A RM NY 
(Table 2) corresponrl to the largest surface electric fields 
considered feasible at present. 

TANK TANK 2 
F.:nergy ()\[e V I u) .240-+2.129 2.129-+1.238 
Length (TTl) 7.684 6.6:H 
R F Sll perperiods .11 12 
I\lean E field (MV/rn) 2.090-+I.ICi2 .1.9GO 
1\ perture dia. (mrn) 12-+ 16 (8-+ 20 
Quad.length (mm) Ci 1-+ 120 115 
Quad. C; rad. (T I TTl) 170-+61 10-+41 

Table 2: High Grarlient Quasi-Ah'arez Linac 

First Order Transverse Dynamics 

The Iransverse enYf~lope matching, quadrupole 
strengths and batching are tested with the program 
TRANSPORTVA which has input data as a sequence 
of beam transport clements (c.L TRANSPORT). [n par
ticular the accelerat.ing regions use the above mentioned 
formalism. Cell lengths, electric fields and input con
ditions arc as derived in JIARMNY thus giving identical 
lnngiludinal rlynamics. Transversely, the el'olution of the 
beam envelope is computed using the RF defocusing term 
for the sYJlchronous particle and the given quadrupole 
gradients. The usual matching and quadrupole optimi
sation features were unnecessary as the gradients derived 
by the matrix treatment gave sufficiently good beam en-
1·e1opes. There was a slight worsening of the results when 
the quadrupoles were grouped into threes with identical 
gradients. Transverse matching features may be needed 
between the linac tanks, but here the difficulty may be 
to control the longitudinal phase increase. 

TRANSPORTVA gives ideal first order dynamics re
sults with no emittance increase or distortion and so pro
vides a bench-mark for the multiparticle simulations. 

Tank I Tank 2 
Input Ellipse Semi-A xes 
x,xf plane 5.10 x 8.6 2.17x6.9 mm TTlrad 
y,yf plane 1.99 x 22.1 5.66 x 2.64 mm mrad 
W,¢> plane 5.77x20.0 15.6J x 7.39 keY lun 
Output Ellipse Semi-Axes 
x,xf plane 1.9·1 x 7.6 S. 12 x 1.95 mm mrad 
y,yf plane ·1.90 x :1" 12 2.22 xt.78 mm mrad 
W,¢> plane 15.0x7.7 18.Sx6.13 keV/u'l 

Table "1: Nominal Tnput and Output Matching 

Multiparticle Dynamics with SIMUL 

This program uses the the Taylor expansion ap
proach to advantage when it is applied to a bunched beam 
(represented here by 200 particles). \Vith the dimensions 
and fields from (fIr\ IC\INY), and the quadrupole and 
matching parameters as confirmed by TRANSPOltT\"l\ 
this program, SIMUL, checks the behaviour of the <luilsi
Alvarez linac. In part.icular, the way the emittance "aries 
for changes in beam and machine parameters can be stud
ied. The structure of the program follows the "I IL\ NS
PORT morlel with additi()fIal subprograms concerning 
the accelerating regions, the IIlling ,)f the input emit
tances with particles, anrl st.atistical analyses and graphs 
of the output beam. 

The main optics problem at low energy concerns COll

plings between the phase planes. Qualitatively these are 
due to the variation of acceleration with radial position 
essentially as To(271'r/({3)..)) and the variation of HF ddo
cusing with phase, essentially as r sin $. In fact the stan
dard input data uses an upper limit for normalised input 
emittance En = 171' mm mrad, and the corresponding lon
gitudinal emittance of 1.671' IQ-fl eVs/n 1. The (t rms) 
emittances givcn in Table :3 are right ellipses with axes de
fined by the matrix treatment (transl'Crse) and the linac 
acceptance formulae~. Two distinct ways of assigning 
particle initial co-ordinates were used. 

Initially particles were chosen at 13 positions in the 
transverse planes so that the linear region near the axis 
and the limit of the emittance were represented. Then 
for each of thcse transverse positions, l:J co-ordinates in 
the longitudinal phase plane were assigned, (8 on the 
emittance boundary), giving sets of co-ordinatl's for 169 
particles in total. The results at 2 I\leV III in fig. 1 sho\\' 
that particles initially at the saTlle position in the longi
tudinal plane spread out depending on their initial trans
verse positions. However the nd effect does not appear 
to be an increase in the longitudinal emittance because 
the limiting particles fall inside and olltside the emittance 
ellipse fitted to the paraxial particles. Tn the tranSVCfse 
planes the dominant effect seems to be a spread in beta
tron phase for particles with differing initial longitudinal 
co-ordinates, but no net movement to outside the ideal 
emittance. 

These coupling effects are rather smaller than might 
be expected at 0.2,1 MeV lu, as with a maximum rarlial 
excursion of 5mm, T(I(27!'T 1({3)..)) = 1.23. In fact the beam 
envelope in the accelerating gaps is less than 85% of the 
maximum, the em'elope is not representative of the mo
tion of individual particles and this coupling reduces wit h 
increase in beta. 
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For other beam simulations, random selections of 
part icle co-ordinates were made so as to fill the 4-
dimensional transverse phase space IIniformly and simul
taneously, to fill the longitudinal ellipse uniformly. These 
distributions were adjusted so that the first and second 
moments as computed by the standard statistical formu
lae, are exactly as prescribed despite the relatively small 
number of particles selected (200). Except where other
wise specified the standard input conditions of Table 3 
were used. Surprisingly, for the majority of cases the 
emittance chanl!;es between 0.24 1\leV /u and 2 !\leV /u 
were barely sil!;nificant. Thus for the normal case (Ta
hie 3) two results corresponding to distinct sets of ran
rlom numbers rliffer by about. 3% whereas the nominal 
f'mittance increases are less than 5%. A similar, comfort
ing result was obtainerl when batching the qnadrupoles 
in threes (to reduce the number of power supplies). The 
output projections on the three normal phase planes and 
the x,y plane are gil'(·n in fig. 2. 

Attempts to demonstrate significant coupling be
tween the phase planes Wf'fe not r()nclusin~. The methorl 
used was to make, in turn, one of the 3 emittances 
either twiCf~ the normal value or 10% of the normal 
,·alue. The only significant emittance increases occurfed 
in the lonl!;itudinal plane, by 10 to IG% when the trans
verse ernittances were increased and then bv GO% when 
the longitudinal input emittance was 10% of normal. 
H(~sults where large increases in transverse dimensions 
could occur, arc somewhat hypothetical as there might 
alsl) be beam losses. Othn tf'sts were made using mis
matched beams as would orcur if the normal heam passed 
throul!;h a drift space unlil its length increased by 22%. 
These mismat.ches persisted throughollt the accelpration 
to 2 1\1el'/1I with a significant rmittance increase, lR%, 
only for the longitudinal plane when it was mismatched. 

One ad,·antage of t.he quasi-Alvarez structure is 
its large longitudinal acceptance, which shol11d allow 
efncicnt acceleration for several charge states around 
q=2fi +. Two complementary appmaches were tried. 
r-irsth' the Br field level was varied b,· ±IO% about the 
n')miT~al le,·e] with the /lllminal input' beiim, which will 
('\·idently 1)(' mismatched both in input phase (by _6n and 
+R") and in ellipse dimensions. These fields wllu]d be 
irleal f()r fictitiolls particles with q=22.G+ and q=27.5+ 
respectively! .'\nothrr test Ilsed the normal accelerating 
c()ndilinTls hilt for a beam with mixed charge states viz. 
q=21+, 25 t and 26+ in ratios 25%,50% and 25% respec
lindy. When I'aryinl!; the HI" len'l there was a 10% lon
gitlldinal emittance increase at the -10% setting whereas 
for the nnminal1y smaller effect (dq=± 1 cf dq=± 2.5) the 
slIperposition of thrpp beams carh makinl!; rohPfent oscil
lalinns gin's a longitudinal PTllittance increase of 16%. 

I"hp results obtained between 2 and 1.2 ]\!e \' /11 con
firllled thp abo,·p findings wit h negligible emittance in
creases excrpt r()r the Inngitlldinal plane with large input 
mismatch (I R%). 

Conclusions 

This package of prol!;rams has \)('en used to design a 
Quasi-Alvarez linac as far as its beam dynamics is cnn
CNTl(~d. Fllrther iterations nn t.ltp desil!;n e.g. to optimise 
ciil'ity lenl!;ths f()f RF or post-coupler reasons 6, should 
be straightf()rward. With lhe rdatil'ely small rate of in
crease in ;1 and th(~ absence I)f space charge the close 
agrrement with the simplPf matrix and aniilytical ap
proaches was n()t uTll'xpected, but the negligible rmit
tance incrpase, e'·en with rather drastic mismatchps, was 
an ilgrrrablr surprise. 
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